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UNICOIN DCX PARTNERS WITH BYTIZE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

We live in an age of digitization and for the organization to provide optimum solutions to its clients, constant
technology upgradation is the way forward. Unicoin DCX has identified the need for perpetual development
in its technology aspects to stay on course for fulfilling the requirements of its invaluable clients. In this
regard, Unicoin DCX has partnered with Bytize Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. to provide a holistic
platform to businesses globally to accept crypto payments and provide real time settlements.
About Bytize Technology Solutions
Established in 2017, Bytize is a new age SaaS based product company with a Unified Commerce Platform
- PosBytz servicing 5000+ customers in over 15 countries for their Omni-Channel business along with
Payments Acquiring Platform for both Online and Offline payments.

About Unicoin DCX
Unicoin DCX is jointly promoted by Pride Holding and other partners. Founded by a team of leading
practitioners from the global financial hub, the exchange will offer traders to trade in various
cryptocurrencies using an automated trading system built by its renowned software partner AX1 Systems.
Unicoin DCX has incorporated the industry-leading front-to-back exchange platform, which ensures a
seamless experience for its users. It will provide safer, smarter and convenient exchange services to its
invaluable clients located around the world. Unicoin DCX system is based upon the groundbreaking
blockchain technology allowing buyers and sellers to send, receive and trade in the state-of-the-art trading
console. The exchange has pledged to strictly comply with the laws and guidelines of Anti-Money
Laundering (AML) and Combating the Financing of Terrorism (CFT) policies.
Unicoin DCX provides trading opportunities in three segments i.e., BTC, USD and USDT Markets. At the
inception phase, popular cryptocurrency products including Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ethereum and Litecoin
are tradable under the various segments. The offerings will grow in the ensuing days given the popularity
and viability of other cryptocurrencies. The presence of liquidity providers and traders from around the
world provides ample opportunity to take advantage of a volatile crypto market in the UDCX platform
where the available liquidity and speed of order execution is unrivalled.
Unicoin DCX looks forward to forge this partnership to bring in crypto settlements through PosBytz
bolstering liquidity along with a complete solution for its Payment systems vertical, Unicoin Pay.
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